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Abstract

This paper investigates how the predetermined prices in a regulated utility can affect interest groups'
political activities and cause further changes in the regulatory policies. Interest groups can strategically
choose their forms of interaction, and both predetermined prices and lobbying limits are considered in the
lobbying influence function. Our main result shows that, the predetermined prices in the product market do
have significant impacts on each group's lobbying incentives, but neither predetermined prices nor
lobbying limits can affect groups' decisions on the forms of interaction, and therefore might not have any
impact on the regulatory policies.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that interest groups participate directly or indirectly in the formation of public
policies or regulation on public utilities. There has been a considerable literature investigating
how the associated pressure groups can affect regulatory policies through provision of monetary
transfers to politicians, and change the relative surpluses in their favor (see Tullock, 1967; Posner,
1975; Becker, 1983). For instance, the probabilistic influence model suggests that, if we denote xi
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as group i's lobbying expenditure, then there will be a probability xi
Rixi

that group i can change the
policy to its benefit. An important assumption behind this line of models is that, interest groups
are competitive in lobbying, so there will be a “purely wasteful expenditure, used up in an attempt
to resist the transfer of wealth (Tullock, 1967, p. 228)”.

The evidence from Germany and the Scandinavian countries, however, shows an interesting
alternative to this competitive setting; namely, interest groups can also cooperate in lobbying in a
so-called corporatist style. Rechtman et al. (1998) described that “the largest corporatist structure
seems to have been accepted in the political culture and no organization protested against it;
because all relevant stakeholders were involved at some time in the process, they had no reason to
complain.” Similar evidence of cooperation is found in Japan, where “Japanese interest groups
tend to follow the European model of corporatist politics with access to governmental decision
making based on cemented long-term relationships (Hrebenar et al., 1998)”. The coexistence of
both competition and cooperation among interest groups is not the end of discussion. The
evidence also shows that the form of interaction might change with the surrounding
environments. For example, Rechtman et al. (1998) observed that, “lately, the external envi-
ronment has changed…so what we are seeing is the adaptation of the political system to the
changing structures and a new political reality.”

In most existing papers, the interacting form among interest groups has been assumed
exogenously, either cooperative1 or competitive. The changeable forms observed in the evidence
indicate that, a setting that allows the interest groups to freely choose the form of interaction could
probably fit in the reality more. In this paper, we attempt to characterize this endogeneity of
interaction, by considering a simple regulatory game where two interest groups, the monopolist and
consumers, can invest resources to influence the product market price determined by a regulator, and
each of them can strategically choose whether to cooperate or to compete in lobbying.

When it comes to endogenous choices on cooperation, the first impression will be the prisoner
dilemma like story; namely, although cooperation reaches Pareto efficiency, the extra benefit from
unilateral deviation will prevent the cooperative outcome to be equilibrium. The key behind this
line of argument is that cooperation takes a form of non-binding commitment on each group's
lobbying efforts. This non-binding assumption, however, seems different from the fact that
oftentimes cooperation among political parties or unions involves several rounds of negotiations
and complicated bargaining, and if there is unilateral backing out, negotiations will often be
terminated. This suggests that the extra benefit of unilateral deviation might not exist and that
cooperation will not necessarily be violated. In our model, we use a coalition form game (von
Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944; Shapley and Shubik, 1953; Aumann and Peleg, 1960) to
analyze interest groups' utilities in cooperation, where if one group unilaterally deviates from
mutual cooperation, both groups return to the status of mutual competition. Cooperation can be
part of equilibrium in our model.

In addition to stressing endogenous interaction, we address two more questions in the hope to
provide different aspects about the impacts of interest groups. First, the existing models have
explained how political processes affect (regulatory) policies in the product market, but can the
current policies themselves stimulate alterations in political activities, which in turn give rise to
further changes to these policies? Besley and Coate (2003) provided a positive answer by
concluding in a public interest model2 that after providing a public good (a new instrument),
1 For a recent example of cooperative lobbying, see Aidt (1997).
2 Laffont and Tirole (1991) develop an agency theoretic approach to interest group politics, providing a bridge between

the public interest (by using the agency model) and interest group theories of regulation.
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voters will indeed change their decisions in the political game, which further influences the
original probability distribution over redistributions in the society. Our model will be an interest
groups interpretation, addressing how the initial prices in a regulated utility can influence
pressure groups' political activities, and cause further changes in the regulatory prices. Initial
prices here can be interpreted as the current regulatory prices or prices inherited from last period.
As noted by Young (2001) in a study on British regulations, “the original prices were set in secret,
their levels dictated by political as much as economic considerations” (p. 40).

Second, most lobbying regulation has imposed expenditure limitations on lobbying to avoid
wasteful expenditures due to competition. For example, in a study on the federal Lobbying
Disclosure Act, Troyer and Varley (2003) pointed out that public charities may spend up to 20%
of the first $500,000 of their program budget on lobbying. Another example can be found in
Japan, where the Political Funds Regulations Law allows corporate contributions to political
parties based on the size of organization (Hrebenar et al., 1998). Our concern is that, these
limitations on lobbying activities are meant to reduce competitive waste in the first place, but will
they definitely improve interest groups' welfare in the product market? The proba-bilistic model
predicts that, if group i's expenditure is bound by the limit, group i's winning probability will be
biased and hence its utility in the product market will actually decrease. Later in this paper, we
will show that such a limitation can be welfare (the sum of all groups' utilities) improving for low
enough initial prices.

Our model uses a two-stage framework to combine the monopolist and consumers' choices of
interacting form and the actual interaction in the political market. The decisions are characterized
for each possible economic status quo as well as the lobbying limits. In the first stage of the game,
two groups choose whether to compete or to cooperate in lobbying. If the decision is to compete,
then both groups choose their lobbying efforts independently and simultaneously (the lobbying
subgame); if the decision is to cooperate, then both groups determine together the amount of effort
to be put into the political market to achieve the greatest joint benefit (the coalition subgame). A
subgame perfect equilibrium describes each group's compete/cooperate decision in the first
stage, and the lobbying efforts and the regulatory prices in the associated subgame.

The major message of this paper is that initial prices in the product market do have significant
impacts on each group's lobbying incentives, but neither initial prices nor lobbying limits can
affect which of the equilibria obtains in the decisions of interacting form, and therefore might not
have any impact on the regulatory policies! Stated in more details, our specific findings include
the following. First, if the initial prices are low, in the lobbying subgame the post lobbying prices
are higher than initial prices; and the result is reversed when initial prices are high enough. In
other words, whatever the initial price is, the “efficiency” that is achieved by marginal pricing
cannot be achieved in regulation with interest groups! In the coalition subgame, however, we
show that the core is non-empty for all level of initial prices. This indicates that in the first stage,
there exist two equilibria for the forms of interaction: both compete or both cooperate. Mutual
cooperation is the weakly dominant, risk dominant and Pareto efficient equilibrium. Hence it is
more likely to be the focal equilibrium. Since the core exists for all initial prices, the decision on
the form of interaction will be independent of initial prices, and hence the final regulatory prices
might not be affected by the initial prices.

Second, limitations on lobbying expenditures are welfare improving only for sufficiently low
initial prices. The reason is intuitive. When the initial price is low, only the monopolist's lobbying
effort is bound by the limit. Our analysis shows that the consumer group will react by increasing
their effort. Together, the regulatory price will still increase but in a smaller extent. Since the sum of
groups' utilities are decreasing with prices, this means that such a limitation is welfare improving.
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Third, the pricing scheme under cooperation is one of two-part tariffs, where the variable fee is
the regulatory price determined by joint lobbying effort, and the fixed fee is determined
endogenously and implicitly in the coalition subgame. As an example of this tariff, imagine that
the producer issues special vouchers or purchasing cards, with which the customers can purchase
products at very low prices. Moreover, since cooperation is Pareto efficient, we have
demonstrated that a two-part tariff is Pareto efficient even under the pressure of interest groups.
Although two-part tariffs are commonly used in public utilities, such as water, gas, phone and
electricity, most of the existing literature3 has concentrated on the discussion of “uniform
pricing”. Our result thus provides an interest group interpretation for two-part tariffs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the structure of the game and
the subgame when both interest groups compete in lobbying. We characterize the equilibria in
cases without and with lobbying limits binding. Section 3 is the subgame when both groups agree
upon cooperation. A coalition game is defined and we use “the core” as the solution for payoff
distribution. Section 4 discusses the subgame perfect equilibria of the whole game, problem,
followed by concluding remarks in the last section. All proofs are presented in the Appendix.

2. The model

In this section, we describe the two-stage game of endogenous interaction, in which interest
groups can affect the determination of regulatory prices and the initial prices will in turn change
each group's political activities.

Consider a monopolistic public utility which is subjected to a price regulation and the
regulatory price is determined by a regulatory authority that is open to lobbying by interest
groups. The supporting evidence for this setting can be found in Prosser (1997), which studied the
resetting of X in the PRI-X control in the UK and concluded that “no formula can be immune
from public and political pressure.” Let P denote the regulatory price, whose explicit definition
will be given shortly. There are only two interest groups under concern: the monopolist (M) and
consumers' (S) groups in the market.4 The market demand is characterized by a general,
continuous and concave5 demand function of the regulatory price: f (P), with an intercept α. The
production cost6 is simply a constant marginal cost cN0, where αNc. Each group's utility is
defined in the conventional way; namely, groupM receives a profit given by uM(P):= (P−c) f (P)
and group S receives a consumer surplus given by uSðPÞ :¼

R a
P f ðpÞdp. For further reference,

denote pm as the price to maximize uM(P).
The simple two stage game proceeds as follows. In the first stage, each group strategically

chooses whether to compete or to cooperate in lobbying.7 If the simultaneously chosen form is to
compete, then two groups lobbying efforts are determined independently and simultaneously in
the lobbying subgame; If the decisions are to cooperate, then both groups determine together the
joint effort to be put into the political market, to achieve the greatest joint benefit in the coalition
3 Kahana and Katz (1990) and Cheung and Wang (1996) analyzed the third-degree price discrimination.
4 We consider a partial equilibrium analysis, rather than a general equilibrium setting where producers or consumers

from other market might participate in the political market.
5 The concavity of the demand function denotes the property of decrease in the increment of marginal utility of

consumers (i.e., the third derivative of the utility function is negative).
6 A more general assumption will not change the structure of the analysis.
7 To focus on the competitive/cooperative decisions, the supply side and the free rider problems are not analyzed in this

model. The issues of replication are also not included in the present paper, but are left for further research.
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subgame. A subgame perfect equilibrium describes each group's decisions on interacting form in
the first stage, and the lobbying efforts and outputs in each subgame. By backward induction, we
firstly characterize the outcomes for each subgame, and leave the determination of interacting
forms in the first stage till Section 4.

2.1. The lobbying subgame

This subsection considers the case where both interest groups have decided to compete in the
political market. In association with the two questions raised in the Introduction, the following
discussion explains (i) how the status quo of policies can affect each group's incentives in
lobbying and accordingly, the outcomes in the product market; and (ii) how the expenditure
limitations on lobbying affect the outcomes. We will define an influence function, describing
how interest groups' lobbying efforts can influence the regulatory price. Then through
maximization, we define each group's lobbying incentive to be the best replied lobbying effort.
An equilibrium in the political market is a pair of lobbying efforts satisfying mutually best
response.

Following Coggins et al. (1991), we describe the benefit and cost of lobbying by a pricing
(influence) and a cost function, respectively. Denote xi∈R, for i=M, S, to be group i's lobbying
effort. By putting in effort xi, group i can bribe the committee members to change the price in
group i's favor. That is, given a pair of efforts (xM, xS) and a initial price p, the pricing function

8 is
defined by P(xM, βxS, p), where p∈ [c, pm]. P(xM, βxS, p) is strictly increasing (decreasing) in xM
(in xS, respectively) and P(0, 0, p)=p. In particular, we consider the following explicit9 form:
P(xM, βxS, p)=p+xM−βxS. Another example is given by Groseclose and Snyder (1996), where
P(xM, βxS, p) is a function of p and max {xM, −xS}. Since the influence function is a black box and
we are concerned mainly on the sign of xi, the first linear setting can serve our purpose properly,
and therefore will be assumed throughout the paper. The lobbying cost function of effort xi is
defined by l(xi), which has the usual properties of continuity, monotonicity, convexity and l(0)=0.

Two points are worth noticing concerning the setting of P(xM, βxS, p). First, the inclusion of
the initial price is crucial for studying the effect of the status quo. The initial price10 is better
interpreted as a price determined in the previous period, or a price determined by a benevolent
government which ignores the power from interest groups. As noted by Young (2001) in a study
on British regulations, “the original prices were set in secret, and their levels were dictated by
political as much as economic considerations” (p. 40). Similar settings, which connect an
endogenous variable with an initial state, can be also found in dynamic programming or
dynamical system. Second, the consumer group often consists of a large number of consumers,
and therefore may exhibit various organizing abilities across industries. For example, in a survey
on public utilities in Britain, Young (2001) concluded that the influence of consumer committees
varies across the gas, water, electricity and telecoms industries. To cope with this observation,
8 We assume that there is no difference to the lobbies between the legislatures and the staff. Moreover, to simplify, we
assume there is only one consumer group, but use a parameter to denote its ability in mobilizing its members. (For
example, Cheung and Wang (1996) and Fabella (1993) analyzed cases with many consumer groups.
9 The author is grateful for an anonymous referee for suggesting this point.

10 Each group's best reply should describe its best reply to the rival under every possible circumstance. But since the
regulatory price above pm is rarely observed in real life. The discussion presented focus on the case with p∈ [0, pm ]. The
part p∈ [0, c] refers to the cases where the market can be cross-subsidized. And the discussion for the case with p∈ [ pm, α]
is available upon request.
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we adopt a parameter β∈ [0, 1] to measure how successfully group S could mobilize11

its members (see also Cheung and Wang, 1996). A higher value of β indicates higher
organizing ability, and this reflects the conclusions by Stigler (1971) and Becker (1983) that
the more concentrated the benefit is to consumers, the stronger is the pressure coming from
them.

Each interest group chooses its lobbying effort to maximize utility subject to the expenditure
limits on efforts. That is, for a initial price p and a given pair of efforts (xM, xS), the post-lobbying
payoff for group i is ui(P(xM, βxS, p)). Both groups now face simultaneously with the problems

max
xi

uiðPðxM; bxS; pÞÞ−lðxiÞ
S:T: xi\Li; for i ¼ M; S;

ð1Þ

where Li denotes group i's upper limit on lobbying expenditure.
The first-order conditions of maximization determine each group's lobbying incentive

implicitly, and the second-order conditions are satisfied with a sufficiently elastic demand
function or a sufficiently convex cost function. In the following discussion, we will first
characterize the equilibrium where the limits are not binding, and then the cases where the
equilibrium efforts might exceed the limits.

2.1.1. When limits are not binding
Each group's lobbying incentive is defined to be the best replied lobbying effort. That is,

denote xM(xS, p) and xS(xM, p) as group M and S's lobbying incentives. The first-order
conditions of the maximization problems determine xM(xS, p) and xS(xM, p) implicitly:

AuiðPð:ÞÞ
AP

APðxM; bxS; pÞ
Axi

¼ AlðxiÞ
Axi

; for i ¼ M; S: ð2Þ

The second-order conditions are A
2uiðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

APðxM;bxS;pÞ
Axi

� �2
− A

2lðxiÞ
Ax2i

b0; for i ¼ M; S; which are
satisfied if either f ′(P) is sufficiently big or l″(xi) is sufficiently big. To proceed with the
discussion on equilibrium, we assume that either one of these conditions will hold.

Next, examining the properties of lobbying incentives helps us understand how the status quo
of policies can affect each group’s incentives in lobbying and accordingly the equilibria in the
political and product markets. First of all, the relation between lobbying incentives and initial
prices can be easily checked from the first and second order conditions of maximization. That is,
by assumption, the following conditions will hold: AuSðPð:ÞÞ

AP b0 and A
2uSðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

N0 for the consumers;

and AuMðPð:ÞÞ
AP N0 and A

2uMðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

b0 for the producer. Then, by applying the implicit function

theorem, one can show12 that both AxSðxM;pÞ
Ap b0 and AxMðxS;pÞ

Ap b0.
11 Alternatively, one can replace β by assuming different levels of APð:Þ
AxS

. However, the introduction of β helps simplify
the analysis and avoids confusion with the effects from xS or APð:Þ

AxS
.

12 Define F as F : ¼ AuSðPð:ÞÞ
A P

APðxM; bxS;pÞ
AxS

−
AlðxSÞ
AxS

: Since
APðxM; bxS;pÞ

AxS
b0 together with the second-order condition, we can check

that AxS
Ap

¼
AF

Ap

AF

AxS

¼ −
APðxM;bxS ;pÞ

AxS
A
2uSðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

APðxM ;bxS ;pÞ
Ap

A
2uSðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

APðxM ;bxS ;pÞ
AxS

� �2
−A

2 lðxSÞ
Ax2S

¼ −
ð−bÞ A2uSðPð:ÞÞ

A
2P

ð1Þ
A
2uSðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

ð−bÞ2−A
2 lðxSÞ
Ax2S

b0. Similarly, define H as H :¼ AuMðPð:ÞÞ
AP

APðxM; bxS; pÞ
AxM

−
AlðxMÞ
AxM

:

Since
APðxM; bxS; pÞ

AxM
N0, we can check that

AxM
Ap

¼ −

AH

Ap

AH
AxM

¼ −
APðxM;bxS ;pÞ

AxM
A
2uMðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

APðxM ;bxS ;pÞ
Ap

A
2uMðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

APðxM ;bxS ;pÞ
AxM

� �2
−A

2 lðxMÞ
Ax2M

¼ ð1Þ A2uMðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

ð1Þ
A
2uMðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

ð1Þ2− A
2 lðxMÞ
Ax2M

b0.
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Rather non-intuitively, both the consumer group's and the producer's lobbying incentives are
decreasing (as illustrated in Fig. 1) with the initial price. It is usually believed that a higher current
price would provoke more severe opposition from consumers, while the negative slope of xS(xM, p)
has demonstrated the opposite. An interpretation can be that, because the demand function is
decreasing and concave in price, when the price is higher, the effectiveness of lobbying down the
price becomes smaller, and thus decreases xS.

Second, Fig. 1 depicts each group's best reply for an arbitrary pair of ðPxM ;PxSÞ.
Lemma 1 summarizes and proves that two groups' best replies will intersect at a price smaller

than pm, and that even at their favorite regulatory prices each group still has positive incentives to
lobby against the other.

Lemma 1. For an arbitrary pair of PxM ;PxS ; if
APð:Þ
AxS

¼ −b APð:Þ
AxM

and 0bβb1, then (1) xSðPxM ; cÞN0 and
xMðPxS ; pmÞN0;(2) there exists a unique initial price p f#ðPxM ;PxSÞbpm such that xSðPxM ; p f#Þ ¼ xMðPxS ; p f#Þ.

Part (1) of this lemma explains an intuitive result that, if the initial price is at the consumer group's
favorite price c, group M has the incentive to pull up the price. To counteract such an effect, the
consumer group has to spend resources to prevent the price to be pulled up too high, and hence
xSðPxM ; cÞN0. The case for xMðPxS ; pmÞN0 can be interpreted similarly. This result helps to illustrate the
wasteful expenditure in lobbying activities; that is, even in extreme cases like p=c or pm, the most-
favored group (i.e., group M when p=pm; group S when p=c) will still put in lobbying effort.
According to Tullock (1967), this amount of expenditures are used up in an attempt to resist the
transfer of wealth (p. 228), and regulation on lobbying activities is expected to help decrease the
waste by imposing rules on lobbying objectives, the number of lobbyists and in particular the amount
of lobbying expenditures. The effects of such restraints will be discussed in details shortly.

Since both xS(xM, p) and xM(xS, p) are negatively sloped and together with the fact that
xSðPxM ; cÞbxMðPxS ; cÞ and xSðPxM; pmÞNxMðPxS ; pmÞ, part (2) of Lemma 1 explains that the two
incentive functions will intersect at a unique price p#bpm. The existence and uniqueness of p#

follow from the continuity of lobbying incentive functions and that xM(xS, p) is steeper than xS
(xM, p) in Fig. 1. The necessary condition for the latter is that j A

2uSðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

APðxM;bxS;pÞ
AxS

jbj A2uMðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

APðxM;bxS;pÞ
AxM

j,
which is true with our assumptions. This condition requires both the lobbying ability and
lobbying effectiveness of the producer to be better than those of the consumer group.
Furthermore, Fig. 1 shows that there could be cases where the post regulatory prices are identical
for different initial prices. That is, consider p1bp#bp2, and denote the associated lobbying
Fig. 1. Lobbying incentives in the effort–initial price diagram.
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incentives as xS
i , xM

i , for i=1, 2. The necessary conditions for P(xM
1 , βxS

1, p1)=P(xM
2 , βxS

2, p2) are
xM
1 NxM

2 and xS
1bxS

2 , both of which are possible as depicted in Fig. 1.
Third, the monopolist and consumer groups have conflicting interests for p∈ [c, pm]; i.e., the

producer prefers higher prices while consumers like lower prices. Nevertheless, Lemma 2 shows
that they are not substitutes from the strategic point of view. Fig. 2 describes both groups'
lobbying incentives in the xM−xS diagram.

Lemma 2. Although the two interest groups have conflicting interests, the producer will increase
its lobbying efforts when the consumers increase efforts, but the consumers will reduce their
efforts when the producer increases efforts.

Intuitively, since two interest groups have conflicting interests, onewould expect them to be strategic
complements. Lemma 2, however, shows that they are neither complements nor substitutes from the
strategic point of view; the two reaction functions actually have reverse slopes (see for example, Dixit,
1987). In the proof, it is demonstrated that this is simply due to the concavity of the profit function and
the convexity of consumer surplus, i.e., A

2uMðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

b0 and A
2uSðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

N0. An interpretation is provided
here: for the consumer group, when themonopolist partially increases its lobbying effort, the regulatory
price is supposed to be pulled up APðxM;bxS;pÞ

AxM
N0

� �
. Since a higher price can increase its lobbying effec-

tiveness, measured by A
2uSðPð:ÞÞ
AP2 N0, the consumer group needs to put in a smaller effort to counteract. On

the other hand, for the producer group, when consumers partially increase their lobbying effort, the
regulatory price is supposed to be driven down. Since a smaller price will increase its lobbying
effectiveness, measured by A

2uMðPð:ÞÞ
AP2 b0, the producer needs to put in more effort to counteract.

In the lobbying subgame, the equilibrium of the political market consists of a pair of lobbying
efforts that induce no unilateral deviation.

Definition 3. In the lobbying subgame, a pair (xM⁎ ( p), xS⁎ ( p)) is the equilibrium of the political
market for a initial price p∈ (c, pm) iff xM⁎ ( p)=xM(xS⁎ ( p), p) and xS⁎ ( p)=xS(xM⁎ ( p), p).

Fig. 2 depicts the equilibrium (point E) for an initial price p. The existence of equilibrium is
ensured by the results that AxSðxM;pÞ

AxM
b0 and AxMðxS;pÞ

AxS
N0 from the Proof of Lemma 1, and by the

observation that xSðPxM ; cÞN0 and xMðPxS ; pmÞN0. A change in the status quo of price will move the
equilibrium; for example a higher price, say p′Np will shift both xS(xM, p) and xM(xS, p) downward
and hence move the equilibrium to point E′, associating with a smaller level of xM but a greater xS.
Lemma 4 generalizes the comparative statics of the equilibrium for different initial prices.
Fig. 2. Lobbying incentives in the xM−xS diagram.
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Lemma 4. (1) When p=p#(xM⁎ , xS⁎ ), xM⁎ (p)=xs⁎ (p). (2) If then xs⁎ (p) increases with p but xM⁎ (p)
decreases with p.

In the proof, we demonstrate that xS(xM, p) is flatter than xM(xS, p) in the xM−xS diagram, and
the same conditions ensure that xS(xM, p) is flatter than xM(xS, p) in the effort–price diagram. The
main message of this lemma is that, the equilibrium effort xM⁎ ( p) will decrease with p but xS⁎ ( p)
will increase with p. Although in Fig. 1, we have presented that both xS(xM, p) and xM(xS, p) will
be decreasing in p, here we see that the consumers' best reply xS(xM, p) and equilibrium effort
xS⁎ ( p) move in an opposite direction with the initial price!

This controversy can be explained intuitively as follows. Notice that each group's best reply in
Fig. 1 is depicted for an arbitrary pair ðPxM ;PxSÞ, which indicates that only a partial effect of initial
price is presented in Fig. 1. Hence, when the initial price is higher, Fig. 1 shows that xSðPxM ; pÞ is
smaller. But further as xS decreases, xM will decrease because AxMðxS;pÞ

AxS
N0. So xM⁎ ( p) will decrease

with p. Similarly, when the initial price is higher, xMðPxS ; pÞ is smaller. But further as xM decreases,
xS will increase because

AxSðxM;pÞ
AxM

b0. So the equilibrium effort xS⁎ ( p) will increase with p.
Finally, Proposition 5 describes how the post-lobbying regulatory prices will be different from

the initial prices, and Fig. 3 can help understand the equilibrium lobbying efforts in the effort–
initial price diagram. Recall that p# is the initial price where xM⁎ ( p

#)=xS⁎ ( p
#). Here another

critical value p̂for p̂Np# is defined by xM⁎ ( p̂)=βxS⁎ ( p̂), and the existence of p̂is ensured by the fact
that (xM⁎ −βxS⁎ ) is decreasing in p.

Proposition 5. Given p̂∈ (c, pm) and 0bβb1, (1) the post lobbying price is above the initial price
and the difference will be decreasing in p and β for pb p̂; however, the post lobbying price is
below the initial price, and the difference will be increasing in p and β for pN p̂.

Fig. 2 has presented an example where xS⁎ (p) will increase with p and xM⁎ ( p) decreases with p,
and Fig. 3 generalizes the impacts on the regulatory price for all initial prices. The main message is
that, if the current price is sufficiently low, the regulatory price will increase but the extent of this
increase becomes smaller asp approaches p̂; On the other hand, if the current price is sufficiently high,
the regulatory price will decrease but the extent of this decrease becomes smaller as p approaches p̂.

An implication from Proposition 5 is that, whatever the initial price is, the regulatory price with
lobbying activities will never reach pm or c. It is well known that marginal pricing ensures
efficiency, and Proposition 5 indicates that regulation with lobbying activities always bring
inefficiency in the regulated market! However, Proposition 5 also implies that the inefficiency in
Fig. 3. Equilibrium efforts in the effort–initial price diagram.
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product market can be possibly improved by lobbying activities, but only for initial prices that are
sufficiently high (i.e., pN p̂).

In addition, there are two kinds of “waste” in lobbying activities. One is the purely wasteful
expenditures, used up in an attempt to resist the transfer of wealth (Tullock, 1967, p228); the other
is the waste of expenditure due to the bad organizing of consumers. The latter is obvious in Fig. 3,
since p̂Np# and there is (1−β )xS⁎ (p) wasted for every p. The former is indicated by the area under
the bolded line in Fig. 3. The maximal level of waste occurs at the price p#, where one group's
lobbying effort exactly counteracts the effort of the other. It is believed that regulation on
lobbying activities such as the number of lobbyists and lobbying expenditures can reduce the sort
of waste in the political market.

The restrictions on lobbying activities can prevent or reduce duplication of expenditure, but they
also affect the equilibriumprices in the regulatedmarket. To see the overall effect of such restrictions,
we need to check the sum of every group's net utility, that is,Σi=M,S{ui(P(xM⁎ , βxS⁎ , p))− l(xi⁎ )}. This
term is complicated because the lobbying efforts xi⁎ will be endogenously determined in the
equilibrium. The envelope theorem helps us see how the initial price affects this term. That is, the
partial differentiation of the term Σi=M,S{ui(P(xM⁎ , βxS⁎ , p))− l(xi⁎ )} with respect to p is
AuMðPðx⁎M;bx⁎S;pÞÞ

Ap þ AuSðPðx⁎M;bx⁎S;pÞÞ
Ap , which is (P(xM⁎ , βxS⁎ , p)−c) f′(P(xM⁎ , βxS⁎ , p)) and is negative.

The next section investigates how a limitation in lobbying expenditure can change this sum.

2.1.2. When limits are binding
Many regulatory laws impose various limitations on interest groups' lobbying activities. Troyer

and Varley (2003) stated that for organizations with larger budgets, the permitted lobbying
percentage decreases as the size of the budget increases, reaching a maximum lobbying expenditure
limit of $1 million for organizations with charitable budgets of $17 million or more. Another
example of such a limitation is the campaign finance regulation on the extent of contributions during
legislative sessions (Thomas, 1998). To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that the limitation takes
the form of a restraint on the lobbying expenditure. That is, in Eq. (1), assume Li= L̄ for i=M,S, to be
the restraint on lobbying expenditure imposed by the regulatory law (on lobbying), and without loss
of generality, we consider the simplest case: L̄=xi⁎ ( p

#), i=M,S, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
According to the existing probabilistic model, if group i's expenditure is bound by the

lobbying limit, group i's winning probability will be biased and hence its utility in the product
market will decrease. Here, Proposition 6 summarizes the overall effect of imposing such a
limitation. The term “welfare” in the proposition refers to the sum of each group's net utility in the
market, i.e. Σi=M,S{ui(P(xM⁎ , βxS⁎ ,p))− l(xi⁎ )}. Notice that the income of the authority is not
included in calculation.

Proposition 6. Limitation on lobbying activities can improve welfare if the initial price is
sufficiently low (i.e., pbp#).

We need to compare the welfare for before and after imposing such a limit. Firstly in Fig. 3, if
the lobbying expenditure is bound by L̄, then only xM⁎ ( p) for pbp

#and xS⁎ ( p) for pNp
# will be

affected. The affected group's lobbying effort will be reduced, and the unaffected group's
lobbying effort will also change through its reaction functions. The overall impacts on welfare
will vary with the level of initial prices.

For pbp#, the producer's lobbing effort is cut down due to this restraint, but xS will increase as
AxS ðxM;pÞ

AxM
b0. But since j AxSðxM;pÞ

AxM
jNj AxMðxS;pÞ

AxS
j, the increase in xS is greater than the decrease in xM.

In Fig. 4, the equilibrium efforts (without limitations) for an initial price p1bp# are denoted by



Fig. 4. Effects of lobbying limits for pbp#.
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xM⁎ ( p
1) and xS⁎ ( p

1). Due to the lobbying limit, group M's reaction function becomes the kinked
and bolded line and group S's best reply to group M's lobbying limit L̄ is denoted by x̄S( p

1). The
decrease of group M's effort decrease due to the lobbying limit is denoted by |xM⁎ ( p

1)−xM⁎ ( p)| and
the increase of group S's best replied effort due to the lobbying limit is denoted by |xS⁎ ( p

1)− x̄S
( p2)|. Fig. 4 shows that |xM⁎ ( p

1)−xM⁎ ( p)| explaining that “the extent of the increase in xS through
best response function is greater.” However, as depicted in Fig. 4, the increased effort level for
group S will be higher than L̄, meaning that xS will also be bound by this limit. Since 0bβb1, this
indicates that the post lobbying price will go up but in a smaller extent than without limitations.
Because

P
i¼M;S uiðPðx⁎M; bx⁎S; pÞÞ decreases with P(xM⁎ , βxS⁎ , p) and the increase on xS⁎ ( p) is

smaller the decrease on xM⁎ ( p), it can be concluded that the imposing of L̄ can improve the
welfare.

However, the result for pNp# is ambiguous. The consumers lobbing effort is cut down due to
this restraint. Since AxMðxS;pÞ

AxS
N0 and j AxSðxM;pÞ

AxM
jNj AxMðxS;pÞ

AxS
j, the extent of the decrease in xM through

best response function is smaller, which indicates that
P

i¼M;S uiðPðx⁎M; bx⁎S; pÞÞ does not increase
as much as described by Proposition 5. It is hence ambiguous to tell which effect (utility or
expenditure) will dominate. In Fig. 5, the equilibrium efforts (without limitations) for an initial
price p2Np# are denoted by xM⁎ ( p

2) and xS⁎ ( p2). Due to the lobbying limit, group S's reaction
Fig. 5. Effects of lobbying limits for pbp#.
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function is the kinked and bolded line and group M's best reply to group S's lobbying limit L̄ is
denoted by x̄M( p

2). The extent of group S's effort decrease due to the lobbying limit is denoted by
|xS⁎ ( p

2)−xS⁎ ( p)|, and the decrease of group M's best replied effort due to the lobbying limit is
denoted by |xM⁎ ( p

2)− x̄M( p2)|. Fig. 5 shows that |xM⁎ ( p2)− x̄M( p2)|b |xS⁎ ( p2)−xS⁎ ( p)|, explaining
that “the extent of the decrease in xM through best response function is smaller.” In Fig. 6, the
bolded line summarises the changes in the “unaffected” group's efforts due to the binding
lobbying limits. x̄S( p) denotes group S's best response to the binding lobby limits on xM for
pbp#, and x̄M ( p) denotes group M's best response to the binding lobby limits on xS for pNp

#.
In the next section, we turn to the alternative form of interaction–cooperation. This corporatist

style relationship prevails in Germany, the Scandinavian countries, and Japan. Intuitively,
cooperation between interest groups will reduce duplicated waste from competitive lobbying, and
hence ought to be preferred by all interest groups. In the next section, however, we demonstrate
that this result is not conclusive, as there can be two subgame perfect equilibria in this regulation
game.

3. The coalition subgame

When two groups decide to cooperate, they work together to achieve the maximum of the joint
profit. The key concern is to see if there is a way to distribute the maximal profit so that each
group will not deviate from this cooperative relationship. In the terms of the cooperative game
theory, we will define a coalition game (von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944; Shapley and
Shubik, 1953; Aumann and Peleg, 1960) for this situation and check for the existence of “the
core” (Gillies, 1959; Shapley and Shubik, 1953), which contains distributions on the maximal
profit that can ensure individual and group rationality.

We firstly describe the joint profit of two groups, and then define the coalition game and check
for the conditions of the core. The joint profit of the two groups is defined as the sum of consumer
surplus and producer profit minus the cost of joint lobbying. In order to incorporate this
cooperative effort and make it comparable with the previous section, we rewrite the post-lobbying
price as P(xM, βxS, xC, p), where xC is the coalition's lobbying effort and P(xM, βxS, xC, p) is
decreasing in xC. Without loss of generality, one can consider the explicit form: P(xM, βxS, xC, p)=
p+xM−βxS−xC. On the other hand, it is reasonable to expect that cooperation between the two
interest groups will incur coordination costs like the bills for communicating via faxes and phones
or meals in meetings, but at the same time it can reduce lobbying costs as better connection brings
in a more efficient approach of lobbying. Therefore, to summarize these two effects, the joint
Fig. 6. Changes in the unaffected group's efforts due to the binding lobbying limits.
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lobbying cost function is assumed to remain l(.), the properties of which are the same as in Section
2. The joint payoff is hence defined by

Z a

Pð0;0;xC;pÞ
f ð pÞdpþ ðPð0; 0; xC; pÞ−cÞf ðPð0; 0; xC; pÞÞ−lðxCÞ: ð3Þ

The joint group seeks for an optimal value of xC to achieve the maximal value of Eq. (3). This
process is standard and we denote the optimal value by xC⁎ . P(0, 0, xC⁎ , p) is smaller than the
initial price since the deadweight loss is reduced and the joint profit will be increased. It is worth
noticing that, although the nominal post-lobbying price is P(0, 0, xC⁎ , p), the actual price takes the
form of a two-part tariff, where the fixed fee is determined endogenously by each group's relative
bargaining power over the joint payoff. That is, the share of the joint payoff, denoted by ϕi(β, p)
and to be determined below, contains each group's share on lobbying cost and their utilities.
When the difference between ϕi(β, p) and ui(P(0, 0, xC⁎ , p)) is larger, group i shares a smaller
proportion of the joint cost. Thus in the two-part tariff, the fixed fee is negatively related to this
difference, and the variable fee is P(0, 0, xC⁎ , p). For a picture of the two-part tariff in real life,
imagine that the producer issues a special voucher or purchasing card, with which customers can
purchase products at a very low price. For example, some water companies help the poor by
issuing water vouchers (The Economist, 2003). With these vouchers, which are a product of
coordination among interest groups, the poor will be charged with large discounts.

Next, the sustainability of this cooperative relationship depends on whether the joint profit can
be distributed properly to avoid deviation. To search for qualified ways of distributing the profit,
we adopt the solution concept of the core (Gillies, 1959; Shapley and Shubik, 1953) from the
cooperative game theory. The core, when compared to another generally adopted Nash bargaining
solution (see for example Aidt, 1997), can be more easily applied to multilateral cooperation. The
first step in finding the solution is to formulate a coalition game, which includes a set of coalitions
and the characteristic function (see e.g., Friedman, 1991). A coalition is a subset of the player set,
and the characteristic function defines a value that members of the coalition can earn without any
help from the players outside of the coalition. In our framework with only two groups, each
group's value when acting alone is exactly the utility obtained in the lobbying subgame. That is,
let P(xM⁎ , βxS⁎ , 0, p) be the post-lobbying price settled in the lobbying subgame. Group M's value
is defined by υ({M}, β, p):=uM(P(.))− l(xM⁎ ), and group S's value is defined by υ({S} , β, p):=uS
(P(.))− l(xS⁎ ). The value of the coalition {M, S} is the maximal joint payoff at price P(0, 0, xC⁎ , p)
and hence υ({M, S}, p):= ∫P(.)α f ( p)dp+(P(.)−c) f (P(.))− l(xC⁎ ). The coalition form of the co-
operative game is thus denoted as Γ c:=({M, S}, v).

Denote by ϕi(β, p), i=M, S group i's payoff (share of the joint profit) determined in Γ c. The
conditions for a non-empty core are hence

/Mðb; pÞ[tðfMg; b; pÞ;
/Sðb; pÞ[tðfSg; b; pÞ;
/Mðb; pÞ þ /Sðb; pÞ ¼ tðfM ; Sg; pÞ:

ð4Þ

The non-emptiness of the core means that there are efficient ways to distribute the joint payoff
that can avoid unilateral deviation. Indeed, the first two lines of Eq. (4) are the individual
rationality conditions, requiring each group's ”net” payoff determined in Γ c to be at least its
characteristic value. These conditions will exclude each group's incentives to deviate. The last
line then denotes the condition for distribution, efficiency. All these conditions can be
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summarized as: υ({M, S}, p)⩾υ({M}, β, p)+υ({S}, β, p), indicating that the superadditivity of
the value function will guarantee the existence of the core.

By applying the envelope theorem, we have the following comparative results regarding to the
core in Proposition 7:

Proposition 7. (1) The core exists for all initial prices. (2) The size of the core increases with the
initial price, and the extent of the increase will be lower if the limitation is imposed. (3) The size of
the core increases with consumers' organizing ability.

Part (1) of the proposition is obvious from the fact that cooperation can reduce excess rent-
seeking expenditures, a similar argument also found in Aidt (1997). The size of the core is
measured by the extent that υ({M, S}, p) is greater than ({M}, β, p)+υ({S}, β, p), and the marginal
effect of prices on the size of the core is hence obtained by checking the relative sizes of partial
differentiation on these two terms with respect to p. Part (2) of the proposition says that, although
the initial price has the same marginal effect on both terms, since this marginal effect will decrease
with p and P(0, 0, xC⁎ , p)bP(xM⁎ , xS⁎ , p) for all p, the size of the core will increase with the initial
price. Finally, consumers' organizing ability will reinforce the competition in the lobbying subgame,
and hence increase the extent that cooperation can improve on the welfare of the coalition.

4. To cooperate or to compete?

So far, we have solved by backward induction about how, given a form of interaction, each
group will act in the political market, and what further outcomes will appear in the regulatory
prices. Next, we will solve the first-stage choices on the forms of interaction, which are
summarized in the following simple bi-matrix.

S
cooperate compete

M cooperate ð/M;/SÞ ðtM; tSÞ
compete ðtM; tSÞ ðtM; tSÞ:

The terms υM and υS are abbreviations for υ({M}, β, p) and υ({S}, β, p), respectively. Note
from the previous section that ϕi, i=M, S denotes group i's share of the joint payoff, and υi,
i=M, S denotes the payoff from competitive lobbying. Also recall the assumption that any
unilateral deviation from cooperation will cause a breakdown in this relationship, which implies
that asymmetric profiles such as bcooperate, competeNwill bring exactly the same payoffs as they
would when both groups compete.

Given the result in Proposition 7 that the core exists for any initial price, there exist two
equilibria for this simple game: to cooperate or to compete together. The equilibrium of
cooperation is both Pareto efficient, weakly dominant and risk dominant. Hence, the focal-point
effect (by Schelling, 1960) predicts that cooperation (or competition) may become a focal
equilibrium if it is perceived to be the status quo. In our model, the long prevailing corporatist
style interest relations in Germany and the Scandinavian countries may have originated for
historical reasons in the first place, but the no-deviating property of equilibrium has helped it
prevail. The interacting form, however, can change with other external factors. Rechtman et al.
(1998) describe that “lately, the external environment has changed. More and more groups want
influence in the political making process,… so what we are seeing is the adaptation of the political
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system to the changing structures and a new political reality.” Put in our model, when the number
of groups increase, the coordinating costs may increase to such an extent that l(.) will no longer
represent the cost of cooperative lobbying. The core may not exist for all initial prices, and hence
the problem of multiple equilibrium would disappear, which then imply that both initial prices and
lobbying limitations would have impacts on the final regulatory prices.

5. Concluding remarks

This paper examines how current policies in the product market can affect interest groups'
lobbying incentives and cause further adjustments in the regulatory policies. Two structural
modifications distinguish the present paper from existing studies. First, rather than exogenously
assuming a competitive or cooperative form, it is assumed that interest groups can strategically
choose to compete or cooperate. Second, both the initial prices and the lobbying limits are taken
into account in the lobbying influence function. These modifications enable us to investigate the
effects of the status quo in the product market and the lobbying limitations. Most importantly, we
can explain the coexistence of both forms of interaction in reality.

In a similar flavour but different approach to Besley and Coate (2003), our findings show that,
in the lobbying subgame, initial prices do have significant impacts on the pressure groups'
lobbying incentives and the post-lobbying regulatory prices. However, if the decisions regarding
the form of interaction are considered, then it is not always true that the initial prices will affect the
final regulatory prices. Rather, through the selection of an equilibrium, final regulatory prices will
mostly be affected by exogenous factors like the focal point effects or the coalition's lobbying
cost.

Finally, the introduction of lobbying limits resembles the resource endowments in Coggins
et al. (1991) in a trading economy, where each agent's bribe to a government is bound by its
endowment. An alternative approach is to consider a subjective lobbying limit. For example,
the consumers' greatest willingness to pay for lobbying is the extra payoff from the initial price
to the marginal cost, or in our notation,

R p
c f ð pÞdp. This specific form will help judge the

binding area. Other possible and interesting extensions of our model include: (1) taking into
consideration a decreasing average production cost for the monopolist in order to more fully
reflect the property of a utility; (2) taking into consideration more than one interest group on
either side.

Appendix A

Proof of Lemma 1. (1) Since APðxM;bxS;pÞ
AxS

b0 and APðxM;bxS;pÞ
AxM

N0, the post-lobbying price will be
P(0, βxS, p

M)bpM and P(xM, β0, 0)N0, given 0bβb1. Because AuMðPð:ÞÞ
AP N0 and AuSðPð:ÞÞ

AP b0, we
have xM(xS, p

M)N0 and xS(xM, 0)N0. (2) The existence of p is guaranteed by the fact that both
of them are monotonic in initial prices. Our main concern, however, is to show that p#bpm. First
note that given the supposition that APð:Þ

AxS
¼ −b APð:Þ

AxM
, the condition for xS(xM, p)=xM(xS, p)

becomes −b AuSðPð:ÞÞ
AP ¼ AuMðPð:ÞÞ

AP , which can be further derived as: βf( p)=[ pf′( p)+ f( p)], or in

another form pf VðpÞ
f ðpÞ ¼ b−1. There are three possibilities: (a) If p#=pm, then by definition of pm, we

have pmf ′( pm)+ f( pm)=0. The condition for xS(xM, p)=xM(xS, p) thus becomes −1=β−1, which is
unlikely to happen for 0bβb1; (b) The case of p#Npm is excluded, since pf′( p)+ f( p)b0; (c)
If p#bpm, then because both f (p) and [ pf′( p)+ f ( p)] are increasing in p, there will be a p# such that
xS(xM, p

#)=xM(xS, p
#). Since xM(xS, p) and xS(xM, p) are monotonic in p, this initial price p# is

unique, and p#bpm. □
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Proof of Lemma 2. (1) Recall the definitions of F and H from Footnote 12. The second order

condition of the utility maximization implies that
A
2uiðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

APðxM;bxS; pÞ
AxS

� �2

−lWb0, for i=M, S. Recall

the assumption that APðxM;bxS;pÞ
AxS

¼ −bb0; APðxM;bxS;pÞ
AxM

¼ 1N0 and A
2uiðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

for i=M, S. For any initial

p by applying the implicit function theorem we have: AxSðxM; pÞ
AxM

¼ −
APðxM; bxS ; pÞ

AxS

A
2uSðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

APðxM; bxS; pÞ
AxM

A2uSðPð:ÞÞ
A2P

APðxM ;bxS ;pÞ
AxS

Þ2−lW
� ¼

ð−bÞð1Þ A2uSðPð:ÞÞ APðxM;bxS;pÞ A2uMðPð:ÞÞ APðxM;bxS;pÞ A2uMðPð:ÞÞ

− A

2P
A
2uSðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

ð−bÞ2−lW
b0 and AxMðxS; pÞ

AxS
¼ − AxM A

2P AxS

A
2uMðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

APðxM;bxS;pÞ
AxM

� �2
−lW

¼ −
ð1Þð−bÞ

A2P
A2uMðPð:ÞÞ

A2P
ð1Þ2−lW

N0. That is, both xS
(xM, p) and xM(xS, p) are increasing in the xM−xS diagram. □
Proof of Lemma 3. (1) It is obvious from the definition of p#. (2) In Fig. 2, a higher p′Np
ill move both xM(xS, p) and xS(xM, p) downwards. We first show that xS(xM, p) is flatter than
xM(xS, p) in the xM− xS diagram. From the Proof of Lemma 2, the condition for
jAxSðxM ;pÞ

AxM
jNj AxMðxS;pÞ

AxS
j is that j APðxM;bxS;pÞ

AxM

� �2
− lW

A2uMðPð:ÞÞ
A2P

jNj APðxM;bxS;pÞ
AxS

� �2
− lW

A2uSðPð:ÞÞ
A2P

j, which is true under the assumption

that jA2uSðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

APðxM;bxS;pÞ
AxS

jbj A2uMðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

APðxM;bxS;pÞ
AxM

j i.e., jA2uSðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

ð−bÞjbjA2uMðPð:ÞÞ
A
2P

j (1) Finally, the decrease in xM(xS, p)
is more than that in xS(xM, p), since the same condition ensures that xS(xM, p) is flatter in the effort-
price space. □

Proof of Proposition 5. It can be checked that (xM⁎ −βxS⁎ ) is decreasing in p. In the case where
pb p̂, the net effect on P(xM, βxS, p) is positive, but this effect is decreasing in p and decreases to 0
at p= p̂. So P(xM⁎ , βxS⁎ , p)Np and |P(xM⁎ , βxS⁎ , p)−p| is decreasing in p. On the contrary, for pN p̂,
the net effect on P(xM, βxS, p) is negative, so P(xM⁎ , βxS⁎ , p)bp and |P(xM⁎ , βxS⁎ , p)−p| is
increasing in p. Next, since the net effort term (xM⁎ −βxS⁎ ) is decreasing with β, |P(xM⁎ , βxS⁎, p)−p|
decreases with β for pb p̂, and increases with β for pN p̂. □

Proof of Proposition 7. (1) For pNp#, even with the same (as in the case of the competitive
lobbying) level of effective lobbying (βxS⁎ −xM⁎ ), the cost with cooperative lobbying is smaller,
i.e. l(βxS⁎ −xM⁎ )b l(xS⁎ )+ l(xM⁎ ). Similarly, for pbp#, the same amount (as the competitive
lobbying) of effective lobbying will increase the joint pay-off (instead of it decreasing in the
competitive lobbying case). (2) By the envelope theorem, AtðfM ; Sg; pÞ

Ap
¼ ½ðP−cÞ f VðPÞ�APð0; 0; x⁎C; pÞ

Ap
\0,

and AtðfSg; pÞ
Ap

þ AtðfM ; Sg; pÞ
Ap

¼ ½ðP−cÞf VðPÞ� APðx
⁎
M; bx

⁎
S; 0; pÞ

Ap
\0. Since the term [(P−c)f ′(P)] decreases with

p: A½ðP−cÞ f VðPÞ�
AP

¼ f VðPÞ þ ðP−cÞ f WðPÞb0, and P(0, 0, xC⁎ , p)bP(xM⁎ , xS⁎ , p) for all p, if
APð0; 0; x⁎C; pÞ

Ap
¼ APðx⁎M; bx⁎S; 0; pÞ

Ap
are linear, AtðfM ; Sg; pÞ

Ap
N
AtðfSg; pÞ

Ap
þ AtðfM ; Sg; pÞ

Ap
. That is, the size of

the core is increasing with the initial price. Moreover, the effect of imposing a limitation

at L̄= xi⁎ ( p
#), i=M, S can be calculated as follows. First, from the above analysis, we have

P(xM⁎ , xS⁎ , p)bP(xM⁎ , L̄, p) for pNp
# and P(xM⁎ , xS⁎ , p)NP(L̄, xS⁎ , p) for pbp

#. Hence, it is
also true that P(xM⁎ , xS⁎ , p)−P(0, 0, xC⁎ , p)bP(xM⁎ , L̄, p)−P(0, 0, xC⁎ , p) for pNp# and P(xM⁎ ,
xS⁎ , p)−P(0, 0, xC⁎ , p)NP(L̄, xS⁎ , p)−P(0, 0, xC⁎ , p) for pbp#. Then using the same argument
above, it can be concluded that the increase in the size of the core due to the higher price
is smaller with xS bounded by L̄, and the increase in the size of the core due to the
higher price is smaller with xM bounded by L̄. (3) Similarly, since AvðfM ;Sg;pÞ

Ab ¼ 0 and
AvðfSg; pÞ

Ab
þAvðfM ; Sg; pÞ

Ab
¼ ½ðP−cÞ f VðPÞ� APðx

⁎
M;bx

⁎
S; pÞ

Ab
\0. As consumers' organizing ability increases, the

size of the corewill increase aswell. □
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